The Art And Making Of Penny Dreadful
Synopsis

PENNY DREADFUL is a frightening psychological thriller that weaves together classic horror origin stories into a new adult drama. The Showtime TV series was created by John Logan and executive produced by Logan and Sam Mendes and stars Josh Hartnett (Sin City), Eva Green (Casino Royale), Billie Piper (Doctor Who) and Timothy Dalton (License to Kill).
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Customer Reviews

If you are a Penny Dreadful fan don't miss this. Mostly season one stuff but filled with large glossy photos and art. It also contained some behind the scenes material and plenty of "how did they do that" explanations. Loved it. A value for what is offered

Finally read through the gorgeous and intriguing Penny Dreadful book. Really well done. The artistry on display in the creation of the series is inspiring. Love this series so much. The attention to detail in its creation is really amazing.

Awesome companion to the series for a fan! I love Penny Dreadful; how it evolved and came to be and each character back story and makeup and costume history is very interesting. Cannot wait for Season 3. Note to others: I am a huge fan, so I am a bit bias.

If you are a fan of Penny Dreadful then this book is a must for you!! I received mine today and I'm pleasantly surprised with the amazing artwork and details pertaining to the characters and making of
the series!!

A well-crafted edition, containing a great representation of the Art and Making of Penny Dreadful, this book also delves into a facsimile of the methodology and gothic themes. You are shown the back room designs for the set pieces for the series.

Really entertaining reading, lots of backstory. Don't read it before you've watched all of season one, though!

An even better quality book than I expected. It is very detailed with beautiful fonts, photography, and interviews (with the creative team, not the actors as much). I love the show and the book is worth every penny. I do wish that they had given a section purely to costumes!

I am a big of Penny Dreadful. I love this book. It is very interesting and informative for the first season of Penny Dreadful. The pictures are great. I am looking forward to the third season of Penny Dreadful.
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